ness of German relief artists vis-a-vis their graphic sources, Erika Tietze-Conrat revealed how these artists still remained dependent upon two-dimensional compositions.' My purpose in this note is to suggest some heretofore unremarked ways in which the carvers of ivory figures in the round also reflect the influence of such sources and, in particular, the extent to which their art was permeated and transformed by the style of Peter Paul Rubens.
can be seen merely to have lost the weapon it was gripping at the moment of death. What now presents itself is a coherent and moving composition whose vivid outline evokes the masterly draughtsmanship of its Flemish source. This is not to imply that the perspective corresponding to the Decius Mus composition is the only one that should govern one's view of this carving. Indeed, other views of the figure, recumbent, turn out to be equally rewarding, especially those that show the powerfully expressive face (Figures 5, 6 ).'6 Similarly, recognizing the source of the versatile motif does not impose any particular iconographic interpretation on the carving. One possible identification, however, although at variance with any of the Rubensian models, is suggested by a small pair of holes (now filled in) on either side of the right heel. The notion that the shaft of an arrow once protruded from the ankle is, perhaps, not farfetched, and could indicate that the carving may have been intended to portray the dead Achilles.
The second carving whose possible Rubensian connection I should like to point out is one in Liverpool (Figure 7) , which by its nature suggests a narrower range of subject.17 In an early publication, this prone, decapitated nude was described as Holofernes or, possibly, John the Baptist.'8 Despite the fact that the occupation with an aspect of that sculpture that parallels elements of the motif under discussion, in particular the raised arm and expanded chest. Rubens's perspective infuses the Hellenistic group with a degree of contortion even stronger than it would display from a normal point of view. tain softness of carving and a lessening of the fanatic commitment to detail that we generally find in both of these workshops.
Whatever precise attributions and relationships may ultimately be established among these various objects and artists, what strikes one most in the end is the extent to which so many of them adhered to a graphic prototype and how fundamentally their art was grounded, in both conception and technique, in the act of carving in relief. Indeed, much of their style can be understood as an attempt to liberate their designs from the realm of the plane. This effort can be judged effectively through a comparison of the two St. Sebastian reliefs (Figures 9, lo) . While the earlier version of the subject from the Sebastian Master's circle, dated 1655, is characterized by extremely high relief carving, the second of the two, dated 1657, scarcely appears to be a relief at all; rather, the figures almost resemble statuettes mounted against a relief background.
